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spontaneous Combustion:
Prelude to Wounded Knee 1973

Akim D. Reinhardt

On 27 February 1973, a group of Lakota Sioux residents of
the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation and members of the American Indian Movement (AIM) took over the reservation town of
Wounded Knee, South Dakota. Tribal officials, aided by various
arms of the United States government, immediately laid siege
to the occupiers. The resulting seventy-one-day stand-off witnessed countless fire fights, the deaths of two activists, the paralyzing of one United States marshal, a frenzy of national media
coverage, a multitude of arrests, and the virtual destruction of
Wounded Knee.' One common misconception about the event,
known as Wounded Knee 1973, is the idea that the Indian occupation was a well-orchestrated, premeditated effort to court
the national media, disrupt tribal proceedings, and play on the
heartstrings of American citizens. For example, Francis Paul
Prucha, in his highly respected and comprehensive two-volume
analysis of federal Indian policy. The Great Father, describes it
as an "engineered" action at a site "consciously chosen as a
symbol" because of the 1890 massacre there of Big Foot's Minneconjou Sioux band by the United States Army's Seventh Cav1. Rolland Dewing covers the occupation in depth in Wounded Knee: The Meaning and
Significance of the Second Incident (New York; Irvington Publishers, 1985).
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Even though a degree of planning was involved and the
site clearly chosen for its impact, the occupation of Wounded
Knee was largely a spontaneous event. The Indians who took
over the town of Wounded Knee on the night of 27 February
conceived their plan of action, including the site of its execution, mere hours before it came to fruition.
Two controversies in the year leading up to Wounded Knee
1973 helped to raise political consciousness and exacerbate
antagonisms on the Pine Ridge reservation, contributing to an
environment ripe for a spontaneous mass protest. The first was
the violent death of Raymond Yellow Thunder, a fifty-one-yearold Oglala Lakota from Pine Ridge. On 12 February 1972, a
group of white people forcibly abducted and beat Yellow
Thunder in Gordon, Nebraska, a border town just south of the
reservation. He died from his wounds several days later. Despite the brutal, racist nature of the crime, the perpetrators,
who had picked their victim because he was American Indian,
were charged with false imprisonment and manslaughter rather
than murder. Nebraska authorities were less than forthcoming
concerning the details of Yellow Thunders death, and his body
was reairned to the reservation in a sealed coffin, fueling minors,
later disproved, that he had been tortured and mutilated. At the
family's behest, AIM initiated a series of protests in Gordon that
garnered national media attention, forced Nebraska officials to
address the treatment of Indians in the state, and raised political consciousness on Pine Ridge.^
That spring, a second event fed the unrest when Richard
("Dick") Wilson defeated incumbent Gerald One Feather in a
bitterly contested election for the tribal chairmanship of Pine
Ridge. In the months that followed. One Feather's defeated
constituency grew increasingly alienated from the new administration, accusing it of nepotism, patronage, graft, and corruption. Although no hard-and-fast rules characterized the two
2. Francis Paul Pnidia, The Great Father: The United States GoLiennnent and the American Indians. 2 vols. (Lincoln; University' of Nebraska Press, 1984). 2:)1193, Voices from Wounded Knee, 1973. in the Words of the Participants ( RiKxsc^'eltown,
N.Y,; Aktvesasne Notes. 1974), p. 13: Hewing, Wounded Knee, pp. 54-61; Cordon Jounrai. ¿3
Feb., 1, 7 Mar. 1972; Ontahn World Herald, 'll Feb. 1972; Pan] Chaat Smith and Robert Allen
Warrior. Like a Hurricane: The Indian Motvmeyit from Alcatraz to Wounded Knee (New
York: New Press, 1996), pp. 112-20.
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men's constituencies. One Feather's largely rural franchise was
more likely to be fluent in the Lakota language, adhere to
Lakota religion, and show concern for issues like treaty rights.
The Wilsonites, who tended to live in the reservation towns,
were more apt to be Christian English-speakers who adhered to
middle-class American values. ' The initial antagonism between
Wilson and his political opposition only worsened with time.
Wilson assembled a private army, which nicknamed itself the
"GOON ¡Guardians of the Oglala Nation] Squad" and ccMiducted a campaign of terror against its opponents. To counter Wilson's
policies and tactics, the ousted faction turned for help to AIM,
whose growing involvement in reservation politics added fuel
to the fire.^
,
From its roots as an urban Indian activist group in Minneapolis in 1968, AIM had quickly branched out to advocate
Indian causes across the United States. Noting the success of
the 1963 civil rights March on Washington, D.C.. AIM leaders
discussed a similar march when they gathered for the Sun Dance
in the summer of 1972 on the Rosebud Indian Reservation property of Leonard Crow Dog, the groups spiritual adviser. Activists such as Dennis Banks, former Rosebud tribal chairman
Robert Burnette, and other AIM members participated in the
planning. AIM coordinated with other activist groups in scheduling three caravans to leave from Seattle, San Franci.sco, and
Los Angeles in October. Stopping to pick up followers at reservations along the way, they hoped to arrive in the Capital during the last week of the 1972 presidential race between Richard
Nixon and George McGovern. If the race was close, the lead4. Choice of hou.sing reilected the différences between the two fcrtiups. In 1962. Pine
Ridge l->ecame the first reservation to acquire federal duster housing in towns. Wilsonites
lendetl tn embrace the contemporary, urlian-style dwellings as symixjis of pn>gre,ss, while
proponents of Iradilional Lakota value.s often .stayed in isolated homes that lacked indoor
plumbing and electrii'ity and were situated on family allotments. Doweil Harr>- Smith, "Old
Cars and Social I'Rxluctions among the Teton Lakota," (Ph.D. diss.. University of Nonhem
Cobrado, 19^3), pp. 221, 225-28.
^. Dewing, Wounded Knee. pp. 70-71: Voices from Wounded Knee, pp. 14-19; Vine
Deloria, Jr., Behind the Trail of Broken Treaties.- An hidian Declaration of Independence
(New York; Dell Publishing Co., 1974), p. 70; Stanley David Lyman, Wounded Knee 1973: A
Personal Account (Lincoln; l.iniversity of Nebraska Press, 1991), p. xix; Smith and Warrior,
Like a Hurricane, p, 191; Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, Agents of Repression: The FBI's
Secret Wars against the Black Panther Party and the American Indian Movement (Boston:
South End Press, 1988), p. 136.
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ers reasoned, they might be able to obtain concessions from
the eventual winner regarding a list of twenty demands concerning treaty rights and sovereignty that Assiniboine activist
Hank Adams had drafted.*'
On 25 October, the caravans converged on Minneapolis. There,
AIM leaders Russell Means, Dennis Banks, Vernon Bellecourt,
and Clyde Bellecourt contacted the regional office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to request funding and housing
assistance for the marchers in Washington.^ When the caravan,
now over a thousand members strong, arrived on 2 November,
they found their reserved quarters in an unheated, rat-infested
church basement. The following day, seeking a remedy, the
Indians waited in the auditorium of the BIA building until 5:00
p.m., when officials ordered them to leave. The already-tense
situation came to a head, and a full-scale riot erupted in which
the Indians took over the building, destroying much of its contents.^
Although AIM had a penchant for courting the press and the
takeover could not have been better scripted for that purpose,
mo,st accounts agree that the action was spontaneous. "Nobody, not even the AIM leaders, had planned to takeover the
building," Leonard Crow Dog later observed, "It just happened
because the government broke its word to provide accommodations.'"' Mary Brave Bird, a caravan member from the Rosebud Indian Reservation who eventually married Crow Dog,
corroborated his account. "It was a typical spontaneous Indian
happening," she wrote in a memoir. "Nobody had ordered us
6. Smith and Warrior, Like a Hurricane, p. 114; Deloria, Behind the Trail of Broken
D-eaties, pp. 46-47; Russell Means with Marvin j . Wolf, VC^re White Men Fear to Tread: The
Autobiography of Russell Means (New York: St. Martin's Pre.ss, 1995), pp. 223-30; Dewing,
Wounded Knee. p. 64; "The 20-Points Position Paper," Legislative Revieit' 2 (Nov. 1972); 5764.
7. Teletype, Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Minneapolis to Acting Director of FBI
(ADFBI), 24 Oct. 1973, DOT. 25, in Tlye FBI Files an the American Indian Moivment and
Wounded Knee, ed. Rolland Dewing, microHIm ed. (Frederick, Md.: University Publication.s
of America, 1986), File 105-142483. Vol- 1. Reel I. Frames 46-47-Thi.s source is hereafter cited
as FBI Files.
8. Leonard Crow Dog and Richard Erdocs, Crow Dog: Four Generations of Sioux Medicine Men (New York: HarperCollins, 1995), pp. 172-73; Means. Where X^iite Men Fear to
Tread, pp. 230-31.
9. Crow Dog, Crow Dog, p. 173.
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to do it. We were not very amenable to orders anyhow."^^ In his
autobiography, Russell Means concurred, stating, "Spontaneously and with no thought of consequences, we took control."'^ Surrounded by policemen who periodically threatened
to storm the doors, the building remained occupied until 9 November, two days after Nixon's victory over McGovern. In return for their leaving the premises, the goverrunent promised
to consider the Indians' "Twenty Points," guaranteed participants partial amnesty from pro.secution, and provided $66,650
in expense money for their trip home.'^
The occupation of the BIA building represented a higher
level of political involvement for AIM. While the organization
had previously dealt with municipal or state governments, its
efforts were now being taken seriously by officials in Washington, D.C. The federal government likewise set a precedent by
threatening to resort to armed intervention in dealing with AIM
and its allies.
Both of these factors played a role in the next incident
involving AIM in South Dakota. On 21 January 1973, twentytwo-year-old Wesley Bad Heart Bull was stabbed to death in a
bar in Buffalo Gap, South Dakota, by Darld Schmitz, a white
gas-station operator. Both men possessed violent histories, and
their fatal encounter was a spillover from a fight Bad Heart Bull
was involved in. Officials charged Schmitz with involuntary manslaughter and released him on a five-thousand-dollar bond.
Sarah Bad Heart Bull, the dead man's mother, appealed to AIM
for help in securing justice. Russell Means responded with a
call for an AIM caravan to travel to the county courthouse in
Custer. South Dakota, on 6 February to demand that murder
charges be leveled against Schmitz, ^^
"While Means boasted that he expected one thousand protesters, the weather kept the crowd down. Snowfall punctuat10. Mary Crow Dog and Richard Erdocs, /xikota Woman (New York; Grove Weidenfeld,
1990), p, 86,
11. Means, IP&en? WbiteMen Fear to Tread, p, 231,
12. Ibid,, p, 235; Crow Dog, Crow Dog. pp. 173-75.
13. Peter Matthiessen, In tbe Spirit of Crazy Horse (New York: Viking Press, 1983). p, 62;
Dewing, Wounded Knee, pp, 75-80; Omaha Wortd Herald, 1 Feb, 1973; Means, Where K'hite
Men Fear to Tread, p. 243,
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ed the cold winter evening, and about two hundred Indians
showed up. A number of government officials had prepared to
meet with the group, including the state s attorneys for Custer
and Fall River Counties, two agents from the state's Division of
Criminal Investigation, and the Custer County sheriff. Only five
Indian representatives were allowed inside the courthouse, despite the fact that it was a public building and that press and
television crews had been given access. Russell Means, Dennis
Banks, Leonard Crow Dog, and a Choctaw named Dave Hill entered the building, joining Bob High Eagle, who was already
present. Meanwhile, state and local law officers watched the
door to deny further admittance and stood in reserve to control the crowd, if necessary.^"^
After the delegation failed in its attempt to have the charges
against Schmitz raised to murder. Means and Hill went outside
to rouse their supporters, who had taken shelter in their vehicles. When troopers at the courthouse door refused to allow
Hill back inside. Means grabbed the collar of an officer and
threw him to the ground so that Hill could slip past. Meanwhile, Sarah Bad Heart Bull, the dead man's mother, entered a
verbal confrontation with a trooper, who attacked the woman
with his club. A full-scale riot ensued.^^
Law enforcement officials used smoke bombs, tear gas, and
fire hoses on the crowd. Indians took gasoline from a nearby service station to make molotov cocktails. In addition to vandalizing stores, the enraged protesters wrought substantial destruction on the towns infrastructure in the two-and-one-half-hour
fight. When it was over, the chamber of commerce building
had been burned down, the courthouse damaged by fire, and
two police cars destrt)yed. The Washington Post reported thirty-seven people arrested on charges of rioting and arson. ^'^ Both
14. Teletype. ADFBl to SACs Aibuqutfrque, et al., 5 Feb. 1973, Doc. 397. and teletype,
SAC Minneapolii to ADFBI. SACs Denver, Omaha, 7 Feb. 1973. Doc. 400, both in FBI Files.
File 1O'5-2O3686, Sec. 6, Reel 3. Frames 57-58, 762-68; Meaas. Where White Men Fear to Tread.
pp. 243-44; Crow Dog, Crow Dog. p. 185; Dewing. Wounded Knee. p. 82.
15. Crow Dog. Lakota Woman, pp. 118-19; Means, 'X'bere WhiteMen Fear to Tread, pp.
244-45; Smitii and Warrior, Like a Hurricane, p. 184,
16. Crow Dog, Crow Dog, pp, 183-84; Crow Do}i, Uikota Woman, pp. 119-21; Means,
Where White Men Fear to Tread, pp. 245-46; Washington Post, 8 Feb. 1973.
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At the Ctuster County Courthouse, a Fehnuirv 1973 meeting hctii-ec.
AIM tnemhers and government officials escalated into a riot.

I

sides blamed each other for the eruption. A reporter for the
New York Times noted the spontaneous nature of the skirmish,
writing, "No one here seems sure how the violence began. . . .
The police were prepared for the demonstration, which had
been announced days ago, but apparently they had not expected violence."'^
Back on the Pine Ridge reservation, antagonism between
AIM and tribal chairman Dick Wilson had steadily worsened,
beginning with an announcement by Means that he planned to
run for the tribal chairmanship in the 1974 election. Following
17. New York Times, 8 Feb, 1973,

'
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the Trail of Broken Treaties event in November of 1972, Wilson
had abrogated the Pine Ridge constitution by unilaterally suspending the tribal vice-president for participating in AIM activities, and his GOON Squad beat up, shot at. and burned the
homes of political opponents. Later in November, the tribal
chairman funneled a sixty-two-thousand-dollar BIA grant for
an auxiliary police force to his GOON Squad under the guise
of protecting the reservation from the kind of destaiction AIM
had wrought in the nation's capital. In response to the alleged
abuses, the chairman's adversaries brought him up on impeachment charges.^^
The eve of Wilson's impeachment hearing on 14 Febaiary 1973
found more than one hundred United States deputy marshals
stationed in the town of Pine Ridge. Complementing this force
was the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), which conducted ongoing surveillance of AIM. As the federal government's
elite information-gathering organization, the bureau used covert infiltrations and COINTELPRO (a counterintelligence program directed against dissidents) to net countless pieces of inside information.''^ When Pine Ridge reservation superintendent Stanley D. Lyman questioned Reese Kash, chief of the
security division of United States marshals, about the reliability of some information, Marshal Kash reportedly replied, '"Well,
I can't tell you that it is from wiretapping because that is illegal. Let me just say it is from a very reliable source.'" Lyman
commented, "Naturally this made me wonder how the FBI and
U.S. Marshall Service manage to get some of the information
they get. They, of course, would not reveal this, but they must
have wiretaps and they must have undercover people because
otherwise there would be no way of knowing some of the
things they know."-^"
18. Voices from Wounded Knee, pp. 14-16; Means, Where White Men Fear to Tread, pp.
236*37; Churchill and Vander Wall. Agents of Repression, p. 236; Omaha World Herald, 1 Feb.
1973.
19. Churchill and Vander Wall, Agents of Repression, p. 139; Means, Whens White Men
Fear to Tread, pp. 250-51; Lyman. Wounded Knee 1973. p. xvi.
20. Lyman, Wounded Knee 1973, p 5. Informant Douglas Durham, for example, entered
Wounded linee on the .side of the besieged with pre&s credentials from Pax Today, a leftisi
Des Moines newspaper. He eventually liecame Dennis Banks's personal bodyguard and
pilot, feeding the FBI information all along. Manhiessen, ¡n the Spirit of Crazy Horse, pp. 8687, 108-115.
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In addition to fears of a confrontation at Wilson's impeachment proceedings, agents expressed concern about po,ssible violence on the one-year anniversary of AIM's demonstrations in
Gordon, Nebraska, over the murder of Raymond Yellow Thunder. The Febaiary 1972 protest had succeeded in drawing attention to both AIM and the Yellow Thunder case, but nothing
transpired on the anniversary of the event.•^^ Despite the use of
infiltrators and other intelligence-gathering methods, the FBFs
inability to ascertain the what, where, or when of the Wounded Knee takeover reflected the impromptu nature of the action.
Trying to anticipate AIM's next move, the FBI also kept tabs
on a fluctuating number of AIM members (never more than
one hundred) staying at the Mother Butler Indian Center in
Rapid City, South Dakota. A 14 February FBI teletype advised:
"These Indians may possibly be going to Pine Ridge, SD Indian Reservation and, if so, they may attempt to take over the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) office there." Agents, however, were
not sure if Pine Ridge would be the destination. "It is also possible that the group may be going to tan]other area instead; notably, Tucson, Aiizona, or Hot Springs, SD."^^ In response to this
communication, the government stationed eighty United States
marshals, twenty-eight BIA law enforcement officers from outside reservations, seventeen local BIA officers, fifteen deputized BIA employees, and one FBI agent on the Pine Ridge reservation in February 1973- Locales as far off as Chicago and
Dallas were also checked for possible AIM activity.-'
In the meantime, Wilson postponed his 14 Febmary impeachment hearing for one week on the pretext of poor traveling
conditions. On 16 February, agents reported that Wilson expected no violence at the rescheduled hearing, just an oral confrontation, In the first in a series of escalations and deescalations,
21. Voicesfrom Wounded Knee. p. 13; Teletype, SAC Minneapolis to ADFBI, 12 Feb. 1973,
Doc. 4Ï(\ FBI Files, File 105-203686, Sec. 7, Red 4, Frames 21-23; Gordon Journal. 7 Mar.
1972; Omtiha World Herald. 11 Feb. 1972,
22. Teletype, SAC Minneapolis to ADFBI. 14 Feb. 1973, Doc. 412. FBi Files, File 105203686, Sec. 7, Reel 4, Frames 7-8.
23. Teletype, SAC Minneapolis to ADFBI, 14 Feb. 1973, Doc. 413, Airtel, SAC Dallas to
ADFBI, 14 Feb. 1973, Doc. 420, and Teletype, SAC Chicago to ADFBI. SACs Buffalo, Minneapolis, 14 Feb. 1973, Doc, 421, all in FBI Files, File 105-203686, Sec. 7, Reel 4, Frames 914, 31-34.
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Many oJ the events that led to Wounded Knee 1973 tookplaw in and
around tbe Pine Ridge Indian Resemation in sot^thwest South Dakota.

Marshal Kash stipulated that forty marshals could leave the
reservation on 17 February, while the remaining forty would
wear civilian clothes and .stay until the twenty-third,^''
On 17 February, the FBI reported that all was quiet at the
Mother Butler Center but that Russell Means and Vernon Bellecourt had scheduled television appearances on KRSP-Rapid
24. Teletype, SAC Minneapolis to ADFBI, 16 Feb, 1973, Doc. 423, ibid.. File 105-203686,
Sec, 7, Reel 4, Frames 37-39.
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City for the twentieth.-^"^ Clyde Bellecourt had also requested
that AIM chapters "converge on Rapid City, South Dakota, immediately."^'' Bureau of Indian Affairs officials speculated that
AIM hoped to create an "incident" preceding Wilson s impeachment hearing." The FBI, however, stated authoritatively on the
same day that AIM had "not made plans to enter Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation."2** On 18 February, the BIA police at Pine
Ridge concurred with that assessment, stating that AIM probably would not show up for the Wilson hearing on 22 FebruTwo days before the rescheduled proceedings, however. Joseph
Trimbach, special agent in charge of the FBI's Minneapolis
office, prognosticated that AIM would stage a violent confrontation at the site of the hearing, the BIA building in Pine
Ridge. AIM members reportedly planned to kidnap the reservation superintendent, "arrest" law enforcement officials, and
declare the reservation a sovereign .state. Trimbach issued a
plan of action that called for a force of eighty marshals, augmented by forty-five BIA officers and twenty-five South Dakota patrolmen who had been deputized as United States marshals.^" In his diary for 22 Febmary, Pine Ridge superintendent
Stanley Lyman wrote, "I spoke to U.S. Marshall Reese Kash, who
told me that AIM was definitely coming today."-^^
Not only was Kash's prediction off by five days, but federal
atithorities still mistakenly assumed that an attack would center in Pine Ridge, where on 22 February, the hearing went on
as scheduled, although the location was changed from the BIA
building to more spacious quarters in Billy Mills Hall nearby.
When, in a surprise move, Wilson chose to waive a twenty-day
25. Teletype, SAC Minneapolis to Ai^FBI. 17 Feb. 1973, Doc. A2=i. ibid,. File 105-203686,
Sec. 7. Reei 4. Frames 4149.
26. Quoted in teletype, SAC Minneiipolis to ADFBI, SACs Albuquerque, et al.. 17 Ft-l).
1973. Doc. 426, ibid.. File 105-203686. Sec, 7, Reel 4. Frames 50-51.
27. Teletype. SAC Minneapolis to ADFBI. 17 Feb. 1973, Doc. 428. ibid.. File 105-203686,
Sec. 7, Reel 4, Frames 53-56.
28. Teletype. SAC Minneapolis to A1>FBI, 17 Feb. 1973, Doc. 430, ibid.. File 105-203686.
Sec. 7. Reel 4, Frames 59-61.
29. Teletype, SAC Minneapolis lo ADFBI, 17 Feb. 1973, Doc. 428, and ADFB! to SAC Minneapolis, 18 Feh. 1973, Dw, 431, both ibid.. File 105-203686. Sec. 7, Ree! 4. Frames 62-65.
30. Teletype. SAC Minneaptilis to ADFBI, 20 Feb. 1973, Doc. 442, ibid.. File 105-203686,
Sec. 7, Reel 4, Frames 95-98.
31. Lyman, Wounded Knee 1973. p. 5.
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waiting period and face trial the next day, the opposition protested on the grounds that they needed time to prepare their
case. Wilson prevailed, however, in what turned out to be a
masterful stroke.
At the end of the first day. Superintendent Lyman wrote that
AIM had not yet appeared in town, supporting "everyone's
conjecture that AIM is waiting for a call from Pine Ridge."^^ At
the trial on the twenty-third, the council dismissed the impeachment charges by a vote of fourteen to zero with one abstention. The session had ended after Lyman left with Dick Little
and Birgil Kills Straight, two Wilson opponents, so tliat the
superintendent could copy some important documents for the
men. Unaware of the purpose of their exit, the remainder of
the council's anti-Wilsonites misconstrued the departure as an
act of protest and left the meeting. Lyman and his companions
were completely unaware of the ramifications of their absence
until they returned to find that Wilson had taken a vote and
adjourned the meeting.'^
An AIM celebration anticipated for the night of the twentythird "failed to materialize," according to FBI records. By the
twenty-fourth, federal officials again believed the threat of a
confrontation had passed, sending home half of the visiting
BIA police and scheduling half of the marshals to depart on the
twenty-fifth. FBI agents from outside divisions were set to be
released the following day. Two American Indian agents working undercover were likewise ordered to return to their respective offices. Just three days before the takeover of Wounded
Knee, the bureau decided to stop pursuing possible conspiracy charges against AIM, citing "no indication" that an armed
caravan was on its way to Pine Ridge.-^^
The peace did not last long. On the twenty-fifth, the Rapid
City Journal reported that AIM members, including Clyde and
Vernon Bellecourt, had vacated the Mother Butler Center and
begun moving toward Pine Ridge. All marshals who had been
released the previous day were returned to active duty. FBI sur32. Ibid,, p. 7.
33. Ibid,, pp, 5-12,
34- Teletype, SAC Minneapolis to ADFBI, 24 Feb, 1973, Doc, 452, FBI Fites, File 105203686. Sec. 7, Reel 4, Frames 124-28,
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veillance of AIM revealed no concrete plan of action, nor any
intent to go to Wounded Knee. The bureau did receive a tip that
AIM was storing weapons at Calico Hall, the impromptu headquarters of Wilson's opponents, located five miles north of the
town of Pine Ridge. Marshals searched the facility but found
nothing.^"^
Business on the reservation came to a standstill on 26 February as people paid their respects at the funeral of Ben Black
Elk, son of the famous Oglala Lakota holy man. That same day,
law enforcement officials observed ten cars of AIM members
from the Mother Butler Center heading toward the reser\ation.
After the funeral, about one hundred fifty traditional Lakotas
and anti-Wilsonites assembled at Calico Hall to air grievances
and plot a course of action.^''' Among the group was Maiy Crow
Dog, who described the gathering as "peaceful," recalling a
scene in which "kids were playing frisbee" and "elders were
drinking coffee out of paper cups." Although some of the group
would participate in the Wounded Knee takeover the following
day, she later wrote: "To tell the truth, I had not joined the caravan with the notion that I would perform what some people
later called that great symbolic act.' I did not even know that
we would wind up at Wounded Knee. Nobody did."-^"^
The meeting at Calico Hall continued on to the twenty-seventh, and it was then, on the actual day the siege began, that
the decision to go to Wounded Knee was made. The hours of
discussion had elevated the crowd's desire to act. "I think
everybody who was there felt the same way—an excitement
that was choking our throats," observed Brave Bird. ''But there
was still no definite plan for what to do (emphasis addedl."-^^
Then, in the late afternoon, several traditional Lakota elder
chiefs and medicine men, including Frank Fools Crow and Pete
Catches, met privately in the basement. Upon returning upstairs,
they invited a select contingent to meet with them. Dennis
Banks, Russell Means, and several men and women belonging
35. Teletype, SAC Minneapolis to ADFBI, 25 Feb. 1973, Doc, 456. ibid., Fiie 105-203686,
Sec. 7, Reel 4, Frames 1.Î8-4); Rapid City foumal. 25 Feb. 1973.
36. Teletype, .SAC Minneapolis lo ADFBI, 26 Feb. Í973, Doc. 468, FBI Files. File 105230686, Sec. 7, Reel 4, Frames 182-85.
!
37. Crow Dog, Lakota Woman, pp. 122-23.
38. Ibid., p. 123.
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to the Oglala Sioux Civil Rights Organization (OSCRO), a local
group opposed to Wilson, accompanied the elders acro,ss the
street to the Holy Rosary Catholic Church. There, just a matter
of hours before the siege actually began, the group decided to go
to Wounded Knee, The majority of people at Calico Hall
remained ignorant of the plan right up until its execution. Concerns about informants and panicking the crowd led to an
announcement that the group, which now numbered almost
three hundred, would caravan to a larger meeting space in the
town of Porcupine, The towns of Pine Ridge and Wounded
Knee were on the way.^^
As the larger group was organized, two carloads of AIM's
most ardent and capable warriors, men who had participated
in events such as the Custer riot and the BIA building takeover
in Washington, went ahead to secure firearms and ammunition
from the trading post at the town of Wounded Knee.'*" Their
actions, in part, have led some scholars to view the takeover
incorrectly as a well-orchestrated plan. For example, Rolland
Dewing in his book Wounded Knee: The Meaning and Significance of the Second Incident quotes a Rapid City Journal article that described the hit on the trading post as "a commando
raid in the most accurate sense, well organized and lightning
fast, and executed in almost total darkness.'"*^
Federal authorities had been expecting a confrontation at the
BIA building in Pine Ridge for weeks. United States marshals
manned three sandbagged command posts on the roof of the
building, which the opposition dubbed 'Tort Wilson." Inside
the building, an armed command post, complete with communications center, sniper rifles, gas masks, and grenades, had
been set up in the south wing,'*^ Despite their elaborate preparations, government and tribal officials were nonetheless surprised when the final showdown came, "We drove right
through Pine Ridge, the whole caravan of fifty-four cars
crammed with people," Leonard Crow Dog recalled. "We
39. Voicesfrom Wounded Knee. pp. 31-32; Crow Dog, Crow Dog, pp. 187-8«; Crow Dog,
Lakota Woman, 122-24; Vine Dflori:i, Jr., Cod Is Red (New York: Grosse! & Dunlap, 1973),
p. 257; Means, Wlyere White Men Fear to Tread, pp. 252-53, 257.
40. Means. Wheiv White Men Fear to Tread, p. 257.
41. Dewins, Wounded Knee. p. 10042. Lyinan. Wounded Knee 1973. pp. 4-5; Crow Dog, lakota Woman, p. 122.
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Once they bail deciiled on a ¡>lan oJ <iction, .AIMprotesters beaded fur
the Wounded Knee trading ¡xist to secure arms and amintinitioii.

roared right by them. We saw them standing on the roof of the
tribal council [BIA] building. It was all lit up. We saw Wilson
standing there, open-mouthed. We passed some goons on the
road. They were bug-eyed. They didn't catch on. It didn't occur
to any of them where we were headed. We got to the Knee
after nightfall."*-^ Mary Crow Dog corroborated her husband's
account. "I counted some fifty cars full of people. We went
right through [the town of] Pine Ridge. The half-bloods and
goons, the marshals and the government snipers on their
rooftop, were watching us, expecting us to stop and start a
confrontation, but our caravan drove right by them, leaving
them wondering.""*"*
Bedlam followed the caravan's arrival. Much to the chagrin
of the leaders, who were impotent to prevent it, caravan members eagerly looted the small town's trading post and museI

43, Crow Dog, Crow Dog. p. 188,
44, Crow Dt)g, Lakota Woman, p, 125,
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urn.'*'' The rampant disorganization of the occupiers reflected
the unplanned nature of the event and paralleled the confusion
that had plagued the government in iLs attempt to anticipate
the action. As Stanley Lyman observed, "It took place not on
Febmary 22 or 23, as we had thought it would, but on February 27.""^'
The line of cars that had made their way through the town
of Pine Ridge arrived in Wounded Knee at about eight o'clock
in the evening. As the Indians proceeded to take over the hamlet, the FBI and United States marshals set up roadblocks on
the four routes leading in, sealing off the area. The occupation
of Wounded Knee would prove to be a protracted event. In
contrast to its abrupt beginning, its conclusion would not come
about until 8 May 1973, after more than two months of extensive negotiations. In fact, the takeover of Wounded Knee was
only the first and most widely covered episode in a conflict
that would persist until after the defeat of the Wilson administration in 1976.'*^
45. Crow Dog, Cn.nv Dog. p. 189; Crow DOJÍ, Lakota Woman, pp. 128-130; ADFBI to SACs
Minneapolis, Oklahoma City\ 28 Feb. 1973, Doc. 461. FBI Files. File 105-203686, Sec. 7. Reel
4, Frame 152; Means. 'X'here WhiteMen Fear to Tread, p. 258.
46. Lyman, Wounded Knee 1973. p. 17.
47. ADFBI to SACs Minneapolis, Oklahoma City, 28 Feb. 1973, Doc. 461, FBI Files. File
105-203686, Sec. 7, Reel 4. Frame 152; Smith and Warrior, Like a Hurricane, pp. 263-65;
Matthiessen, In the Spirit of Crazy Horse, pp. 419-20.
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